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1. Purpose & Process



Project Purpose

1. Evaluate how density is regulated in Sidney

2. Inform future growth to ensure… 

– Contextual Densification

– Good Urban Design

– Policy Alignment

– Maximum Community Benefit



Project Process

1. Assessment of local density regulation

2. Review of best practices

3. Evaluation of policy alternatives

4. Review/Assessment of density bonusing

5. Development of recommendations



2. Project Objectives



4 Guiding Objectives

1. Encourage redevelopment and increased 
population to support policy objectives/targets

2. Increase affordability and housing options

3. Ensure contextual density and good design

4. Improve policy and processes to facilitate 
development and harmonize policy documents

Based on the local development & policy context:



3. What is Density?



What is Density?

• “Density” = population/residential density

• “Density” may also = built form

• These concepts are related… but are not 
reciprocal!

– Increased density (people) does not mean nor 
necessitate bigger, taller buildings



That “density”?



No, this density.



4. Findings



FINDINGS #1 – UPH & Density

A. Density is primarily regulated by 
Units Per Hectare (UPH)

B. UPH maximums in the OCP are 
insufficient to achieve the goals of 
the Town



Regulating Density in Sidney

• OCP Maximums

– Multifamily = 65 base / 100 bonus UPH

– Downtown = 85 base / 120 bonus UPH

• Local Area Plan Maximums

– 260 bonus UPH

• Also – “massing regulations”



UPH Maximums are too low

• Why?

– Promote large units over 1,200 sf

• Evidenced = avg. unit since 2000 = 1,200sf

• 3BR by attainable housing standards

– Limits ability to provide a mix of unit sizes, good 
urban design, and desired increases in population



Finding #1 – Illustration
Permitted UPH & Units Sizes



• Mayor’s Downtown Revitalization Task Force
• +3,500 by 2025 = 160 units/year
• Study Area target = 96 units/year (60% of 160).

Permitted UPH & Achieving Growth Targets



Local Density – Conclusions

• Existing UPH maximums…

– Fail to achieve Town’s goals of population growth, 
attainable housing, and housing diversity

– Underutilize land and limit its potential for redv’t

– Risk redeveloping without the benefits of higher 
densities / good design 

– Push developers (and Town) into DB (/rezonings) 
for viable projects – a barrier to development

• LAP maximums are the most appropriate



a. Sidney has appropriate height limits to 
achieve its development & density targets.

FINDINGS #2 – HEIGHT

b. But, UPH restricts the achievable building 
envelope & resulting unit densities within.



Permitted UPH restricting the achievable building envelope



a. Current parking regulations limit 
density & diminish design objectives.

FINDING #3 – PARKING



Parking limits density and restricts design

• Why?

– Underground not generally feasible/viable

– Buildings with a lot of surface parking…

• Achieve less density at the same or greater height

• Compromise their design to accommodate cars

– Given its compact form, study area is an ideal 
location for ‘car free’ or ‘car lite’ housing

• Would help achieve Town’s planning objectives



a. FAR is a superior alternative to 
UPH for multifamily & mixed use 
areas

FINDING #4 – FAR vs. UPH



Floor Area Ratio



Case Study Findings

• Where both were used… 
•UPH = single family zones, FAR = mixed use zones.

• Newer regulations tend to favour using only FAR



FAR > UPH

• Why not UPH?

– UPH…

1. Was created to control lot sizes of SF subdivisions

2. Limits residential density & development variability

3. Lends to misperceptions about actual units per 
development and built form

4. Does not relate to or guide built form 
(high UPH does not = many units or big buildings)

5. Current UPH run contrary to many OCP objectives 

6. Current UPH negate progressive zoning provisions



FAR > UPH

• Why FAR?

– FAR…

1. Directly relates to floor area and massing, and so is 
easier to visualize than UPH

2. Guides massing and can be tied to design objectives

3. Doesn’t limit the number or variety of units, and so is 
amenable to creating attainable units 

4. Promotes a density discussion in absolute values 
(“18 units on four storeys” vs. “187 UPH”)

5. More conducive to creating vibrancy and economic 
vitality through increased densities and good design



a. Additional massing provisions could 
strengthen design objectives  and better 
ensure contextual densification.

FINDING #5 – MASSING



Best Practices to Consider

Streetwall Conditions



Best Practices to Consider

Adjacency Conditions



Best Practices to Consider

Stepback Conditions



a. Good development is an amenity 
in itself.

FINDINGS #6 – DENSITY BONUSING

b. Density bonusing should be 
thoughtfully employed to achieve 
selective planning goals 



Development is an amenity

• Why?

– More units and more commercial floor space 
= larger tax base and so annual budget

– Increased revenue can achieve planning goals that 
density bonusing strives to achieve

– Increased population means increased commercial 
viability and economic opportunity in Sidney

– More residential units means a greater housing 
supply and so, in theory, more attainable units.



Thoughtful Density Bonusing

• Why?

– An entirely context dependent tool – not YVR!

– Can act as a disincentive to development

– Base UPH maximums should achieve objectives 
(e.g., population, design) without relying on DB

– But, can be used to achieve select planning 
objectives at a lower price and win-win-win 
outcomes 

• Tangible amenities (streetscape improvements)

• Selective height increases



5. Recommendations



Recommendations

1. Eliminate (or Revise) UPH maximums

2. Adopt FAR in Place of UPH

3. Consider Provisions that Require Family-size 
Units

4. Conduct an FAR Analysis of relevant zones

5. Consider Additional Zoning Regulations to 
Control Massing



Recommendations

6. Reduce (or Eliminate) Parking Minimums

7. Review the Off-street Parking Bylaw

8. Continue to Employ Density Bonusing

9. Analyze Appropriate Bonusing and 
Contributions

10.Review Density Bonusing on a Regular Basis



6. Conclusions



Conclusions

– Existing UPH maximums are inadequate to meet 
policy objectives

– Good development that meets objectives must be 
viewed as a community asset

– Existing parking minimums are too high and act to 
limit buildable density and dictate design

– Sidney must amend its density regulations to 
meet planning objectives and key policy directions 



Thank you


